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Better results through Knowledge
Den Braven ‘s company payoff is “Better results through Knowledge”. 
Our Centre of Excellence accumulates knowledge which provides her 
with the latest market insights, developments and trends. 
This knowledge is shared within the Den Braven Group and amongst our 
customers and end-users.

This process enables our relations to achieve higher efficiency and better 
results. This is the true meaning of  “Better results through Knowledge”. 
Visit our website to discover more about what the Centre of Excellence 
could mean for you!

Colour: Article code: EAN code:

White 12003764 8711595177429

How to order
Acryl Wet on Wet is available in 310 ml cartridges packed per 12 
in a box. To order your specific Acryl Wet on Wet , please find 
below the article and EAN codes:

Acryl Wet on Wet

Acryl
Wet on Wet

Centre of Excellence

Unique acrylic sealant developed 
for quick overpainting

UCA®-Technology
The compatibility of sealants with paint is ensured by our unique 
and proven UCA®-Technology. UCA stands for Unique Compatibi-
lity Additives. Den Braven sealants with the UCA-logo offer the 
best possible compatibility between sealants and paint due to 
selected raw materials, specialized additives and dedicated R&D 
and testing facilities.

Other products with UCA®-Technology: Acryl Anti-Crack, 
Hybriseal® 2PS, Monustop, Plasterboard Filler and Stuc-O-Seal®.

Painters problems overpainting sealants
Regular acrylic sealants require sufficient drying time before paint 
can be applied. Cracking problems can occur if sealants are not 
completely cured before overpainting. Cracking is a distortion of 
the film and can occur in long cracked lines or a pattern of small 
cracks (mud-cracking). Bleeding or discoloration of the surface 
paint is another common problem with acrylic sealants. Solving 
the issue when dark spots or discoloured joints occur can be very 
time and material consuming. 

Acryl Wet on Wet and our full acrylic product line with 
UCA®-Technology is developed to minimise risk of cracking and 
will not cause discoloration of the end layer. Test always the 
compatibility and end result when overpainting with value quality 
paints to ensure perfect end results.

APPLY,
PAINT,
DONE
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wooden and metal window frames, concrete and brickwork. 
Furthermore the product is fit for filling cracks, screw- and nail 
holes in walls and ceilings of wood, plastering, gypsum, 
concrete and brickwork.

Certifications
EN 15651-1: F-INT

Technical Performances
Density    0,71 g/ml
Shore    33
Elongation at break   132%
Tensile strength   0,52 MPa
Skin formation  2 minutes

Visit our website to download the full technical specifications of 
the Acryl Wet on Wet.

Acryl Wet on Wet

Visit Den Braven YouTube channel
Den Braven offers a wide variety of USP, Application and 
Commercial movies via here website and YouTube 
channel. Scan the below displayed QR Code to visit the 
USP movie of the original Acryl Wet on Wet:

Finishing paint jobs under time pressure? Spot repair and 
paint instantly? This can be done with Acryl Wet on Wet. 
An unique sealant developed for quick overpainting with good 
end results. Acryl Wet on Wet saves you time and effort.

Product Descriptions
Acryl Wet on Wet is a high quality plasto-elastic acrylic sealant 
especially developed for quick overpainting, during the process 
of curing. It contains UCA® technology for superb compatibility 
with water based and alkyd paints. Acryl Wet on Wet does not 
discolour the paint layer, it prevents cracking and remains 
flexible after curing.

Applications
Acryl Wet on Wet has been especially developed for sealing 
connection joints which require quick overpainting such as 
between stairs, walls, ceilings, skirting boards, windowsills, 

• Instantly paintable 
• No discoloration of paint
• Minimal risk of cracking
• Remains flexible
• Easy to apply
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